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Saturn Facts

Mr J

Saturn is the sixth planet from our Sun. It is called the 'jewel of the solar system' 17
because of its beautiful rings. It is the second largest planet in our solar system. Saturn 33

is named for the Roman god of agriculture. 41

Saturn is a lot like Jupiter. It is made up mostly of gas, including hydrogen, helium and 58

methane. It doesn't have a solid surface. 65

Saturn has clouds stripes and storms like Jupiter, but they are harder to see. The clouds 81

we see are mostly yellow and white. One scientist compared them to a lemon meringue 96

pie. A person -- or spacecraft -- dropping through the icy clouds would be crushed. 109

The pressure, the same kind you feel when you dive into the deep end of a pool, s so 128

powerful it squeezes gas into liquid. Even a metal spacecraft would be smashed. It is 143

not a nice place for humans. 149

Saturn has the most spectacular rings of any planet in the solar system. They are made 165

of billions of small chunks of ice and rock. The chunks can be as small as a grain of 184

sugar or as big as a house. Scientists think the rings formed when moons and other 200

objects were torn apart by Saturn's powerful gravity. The rings would look mostly 213

white if you looked at them from the cloud tops of Saturn. 225
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Saturn is the sixth planet from our Sun. It is called the 'jewel of the solar system'

because of its beautiful rings. It is the second largest planet in our solar system. Saturn

is named for the Roman god of agriculture.

Saturn is a lot like Jupiter. It is made up mostly of gas, including hydrogen, helium and

methane. It doesn't have a solid surface.

Saturn has clouds stripes and storms like Jupiter, but they are harder to see. The clouds

we see are mostly yellow and white. One scientist compared them to a lemon meringue

pie. A person -- or spacecraft -- dropping through the icy clouds would be crushed.

The pressure, the same kind you feel when you dive into the deep end of a pool, s so

powerful it squeezes gas into liquid. Even a metal spacecraft would be smashed. It is

not a nice place for humans.

Saturn has the most spectacular rings of any planet in the solar system. They are made

of billions of small chunks of ice and rock. The chunks can be as small as a grain of

sugar or as big as a house. Scientists think the rings formed when moons and other

objects were torn apart by Saturn's powerful gravity. The rings would look mostly

white if you looked at them from the cloud tops of Saturn.
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